
Genuine Accessories Sprinter



Safety and Quality.
At Mercedes-Benz the vision of accident-free driving is paramount. Because where 
Mercedes-Benz vehicles are concerned, we take the same uncompromising  
approach to safety as we do to driving pleasure. There are no compromises when 
it comes to developing the range of Genuine Accessories either. Perfectly tailored  
to your vehicle and extensively tested by our engineers, the products not only make 
an active contribution to your safety but also protect other road users.

The star logo has always signified allure, perfection and responsibility – attributes 
which are also reflected in the quality of our accessories, all of which further  
enhance our vehicles’ style or sportiness – not to mention their already outstanding 
comfort. That special sense of design and attention to detail make a vehicle  
a true Mercedes-Benz. From that first outward impression to the inner attributes. 
Quality you can sense just by looking, listening, touching – and of course driving.

Wheel accessoriesExterior accessories
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5exterior

01 C-rails and basic carrier bars. 06

02 Ladder rack. 06

03 Trailer hitch. 09

04 “Black Line” rear lamps. 10

05 Mud flaps. 13

06 Full wheel trim. 13

Your Mercedes-Benz Sprinter needs to be adaptable. And our  
Genuine Accessories are designed to provide everything you need in 
a mobile work place. Discover practical solutions for transporting  
a diverse range of goods – whether large, long, bulky or heavy. We’re 
here to ensure you’re ready for every task.

Exterior.



6 exterior

Item number

01 C-rails. The starting point for roof transport: the C-rails provide the basis for fitting basic carrier bars and cargo racks. They allow roof loads of 150 kg on models with  
a high roof (LH2) and up to 300 kg on models with a standard roof (LH1).

on request

02 Basic carrier bars. The robust basic carrier bars can be mounted in any position on the C-rails. The strong 30 x 30 mm steel bars ensure a level loading surface, and their 
plastic sheathing protects both the bars and the cargo. The maximum roof load per crossbar is 50 kg (including bar). The maximum roof load should always be observed. 

1 crossbar, 2 supports. B6 656 0800

3 crossbars, 6 supports. B6 656 0801

03 Loading roller. The hard rubber loading roller allows you to slide unwieldy items onto the basic carrier bars or cargo rack with ease – and without causing any scratches. B6 656 0816

04 Ladder rack. Attachment, designed to provide a secure way to transport ladders on the basic carrier bars. Simple and quick to fit. The ladder rack consists of four high-
standing brackets, one locking bracket and elastic cords.

A906 840 0018

05 High-standing bracket set. Prevents items such as rods, pipes or boards from shifting sideways. Simple and quick to fit to basic carrier bars. A906 840 0118

Any necessary assembly may incur additional costs.

Flexibility on the road.
Carrier systems.
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Item number

Trailer hitch. Our range of trailer hitches allows you to choose between different variants and components that are precision-tailored to your individual requirements.  
Maximum towing capacities range from 2.0 to 3.5 t, with a tongue weight of up to 140 kg.

01 Electrical installation kits. For your trailer’s lighting and signalling systems. on request

02 Crossmember. Basis for fitting rigid and detachable (Variobloc) ball-head or jaw-type trailer couplings. on request

03 Variobloc trailer system. Robust and flexible: Variobloc makes it easy to switch between different trailer couplings. B6 684 8912

04 Detachable ball head for Variobloc. B6 656 0895

Trailer hitch with welded ball head | not pictured. With the complete system the ball head is already permanently welded to the crossmember. on request

Trailer hitch, rigid ball head | not pictured. Designed to be bolted to the crossmember. B6 656 0896

Trailer hitch, wiring harness | not pictured. on request

05 Adapter. For trailer with 7-pin plug. A000 821 1856

06 Lashing straps, set of two. Adjustable strap with fastener – ideal for securing items to the load-securing rings. B6 656 0321

Tie-down strap | not pictured. Even heavy objects can be secured in place easily and safely using this strap. A000 890 0294

Load-securing straps and rings. Tension strap made from high-performance webbing in 100% polyester, with robust metal ratchet fastener and high-quality load-securing  
rings, ideal for securing your load flexibly and reliably in conjunction with your vehicle’s load-securing rails (Airline rails). Additional load-securing rings are available separately.

07 Ratchet straps with single-stud rings, set of 2. A000 890 0700

08 Tie-down straps, single-stud, set of 4. A000 998 0300

09 Tie-down straps, triple-stud, set of 2. A000 998 0067

Any necessary assembly may incur additional costs.

Professionalism on the road.
Transport accessories.
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1 Product is only available for Sprinter models manufactured up until 08/2013. 

Any necessary assembly may incur additional costs.

Practicality on the road.
Exterior accessories.

Item number

01 Sun visor. The exterior sun visor prevents dazzle even when the sun is low in the sky – without restricting the driver’s field of vision. It also emphasises the sporty front-end 
appearance of your Sprinter.

B6 656 0920

02 Side window wind deflector. When the window is ajar, the custom-fit wind deflector prevents dust, moisture and even insects from entering the vehicle, and prevents  
fogging of the windows. Its draught-inhibiting function further enhances comfort.

B6 656 0104

03 Chrome highlights for radiator grille1. A touch of refinement: the high-sheen chromed radiator grille highlights add further appeal. B6 656 0948

04 “Black Line” rear lamps1. A sporty finishing touch: round off your Sprinter’s looks by accentuating the rear with dark-tinted “Black Line” rear lamps.

Left. A906 820 2100

Right. A906 820 2200
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Light-alloy wheels are supplied without tyres, wheel bolts, valve caps or hub caps.  
Any necessary assembly may incur additional costs.

Individuality on the road.
Genuine wheels and wheel accessories.

Item number

01 7-twin-spoke wheel. Finish: brilliant silver. Wheel: 6.5 J x 17 ET 62 | Tyre: 235/60 R 17 B6 656 0390

02 6-spoke wheel. Finish: black. Wheel: 6.5 J x 16 ET 62 | Tyre: 235/65 R 16 B6 657 0023

03 6-spoke wheel. Finish: brilliant silver. Wheel: 6.5 J x 16 ET 62 | Tyre: 235/65 R 16 B6 657 0022

Item number

04 Full wheel trim. Brilliant silver finish. The 16-inch (40.6 cm) plastic full wheel trim serves two purposes at the same time: it protects the wheel from dirt and enhances the 
appearance of your Sprinter.

B6 656 0733

05 Mud flaps. Made of long-life plastic, the mud flaps meet the highest standards of quality and functionality. They help to protect the body from dirt and scratching and at  
the same time improve visibility for following vehicles.

on request

06 Quick-fit snow chains. High-performance chain for the toughest of conditions and excellent traction on snow and ice. Easy to fit – fastens on outside. on request

Hub caps. Protect the hub from dirt. Available in the following versions:

07 laurel wreath, blue. A171 400 0125 5337

08 laurel wreath, black. A171 400 0125 9040

09 laurel wreath, grey. A171 400 0125 7P70

10 titanium silver with chrome star. B6 647 0202

11 black with chrome star. B6 647 0200

12 Black valve caps, set of 4. Stylish highlights in a new design. Protect the valves from dirt. B6 647 2002

13 Silver-coloured rim locks. Protect your valuable light-alloy wheels from theft. Set comprises coded key and four locking bolts. B6 601 0040

14 Tyre pressure gauge. Allows you to carry out a quick tyre pressure check on the road or at home. Supplied with leather pouch. B6 658 8140

Because of differences in national regulations, various different versions of each vehicle exist. 
Please also bear in mind that vehicle development is permanently ongoing. As a result, not  
all of the wheel/tyre combinations shown in this brochure will be approved for your particular 
Mercedes-Benz. Your Mercedes-Benz partner has access to constantly updated information on 
every Mercedes-Benz wheel, including the relevant technical inspection findings and licensing 
conditions, and will be happy to advise you.
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Interior.

01 Becker® MAP PILOT. 17

Every working day brings new challenges. So it’s important to be 
properly equipped at all times. For example with an intelligent 
 navigation system to guide you safely to your destination. And robust 
Genuine Accessories such as the all-season mats or protective 
 covers. Highest quality for protecting against dirt in every work 
environment. Making sure you’re prepared for every eventuality.
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17interior

Item number

01 Becker® MAP PILOT1, 2. Transforms your Audio 15 radio into a high-performance navigation system with 3D map views. Becker® MAP PILOT uses the standard-fit 14.7 cm 
TFT colour display and is conveniently operated via the Audio 15 keypad. The plug-in navigation module can be connected to your PC via USB to download the latest  
updates and additional services from the Becker® MAP PILOT website. Available in Europe, the USA, China, Australia/New Zealand and Russia.

A906 900 4703

02 Sound 50 APS navigation system3. Sound 50 APS offers DVD navigation throughout Europe, with convenient arrow-based instructions provided on the 12.7 cm TFT colour  
display. Dynamic route guidance via TMC is as integral to the system as the three radio tuners, the MP3-compatible DVD player and the Bluetooth® interface with standard 
hands-free function. Sound 50 APS allows you to input numbers using the telephone keypad or can be operated using the multifunction steering wheel. Available with DVD 
changer as an option.

B6 656 0744

03 Europe navigation DVD for COMAND APS and Audio 50 APS4. Did you know that we update around 20% of the information on our navigation CDs and DVDs every year? 
Changes include new roads and junctions, altered priorities, new points of interest such as filling stations and restaurants and additional countries, above all in Eastern Europe.

on request

Relaxation on the road.
Telematics.

1  To use the Becker® MAP PILOT navigation module, you will require the relevant pre-installation (Code 508). 2 Product is only available for Sprinter models manufactured from 09/2013. 
3 Product is only available for Sprinter models manufactured up until 08/2013. 4 For the latest navigation updates, visit our online shop at http://shop.mercedes-benz.com. Orders can only be placed and deliveries made within Germany.

Any necessary assembly may incur additional costs.
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Item number

01 Audio 101. Radio with telephone keypad, Bluetooth® interface, USB and AUX-IN connections and an SD memory card slot. A906 900 5103

02 Audio 151. The high-performance radio with a range of upgrade options. In addition to FM radio, the standard version of Audio 15 offers a range of options when it comes  
to taking your favourite music with you on board: it plays all key file formats (e.g. MP3, MP4, AAC or WMA) via SD card and supports Bluetooth® audio streaming from your 
mobile phone or MP3 player. Optional USB and AUX connections allow you to hook up relevant players directly too. Audio 15 can also be upgraded to serve as your  
own communication centre: use your phone via Bluetooth®, integrate the high-quality Becker® MAP PILOT navigation system (special equipment Code EV6) or use the 14.7 cm 
TFT colour display for your reversing camera (special equipment Code FR7). Audio 15 can be operated via the optional multifunction steering wheel (special equipment 
Code CL4). It is linked to your individual VIN to help prevent theft.

A906 900 5203

03 Audio 50 APS head unit with DVD changer2. Navigation system and car hi-fi combined in one unit. Dynamic route guidance using free traffic information supplied by 
RDS/TMC. Arrow-based navigation directions shown on 12.5 cm TFT colour display. Audio part equipped with twin-tuner receiver for FM, MW, LW and SW, 4-channel amplifier, 
CD drive for audio CDs or navigation CD and CD changer controls. Can be operated via the multifunction steering wheel.

A169 900 8500

04 COMAND APS2. Our innovative multimedia system combines cutting-edge in-car hi-fi technology with an intelligent hard drive-based navigation system (for navigation 
throughout Europe). The 16.5 cm TFT colour display with high-resolution map depiction and dynamic route guidance (takes into account congestion information provided  
via TMC) ensure optimum driver information. Up to 4 GB of memory offers space for your favourite music in MP3 format. And, of course, COMAND APS also plays audio  
or video DVDs. COMAND APS can be operated via the multifunction steering wheel. Available with DVD changer as an option.

COMAND APS without DVD changer. A169 900 7800

COMAND APS with DVD changer. A169 900 7900

05 iPod® Interface Kit2. It’s easy to control your iPod® via the multifunction steering wheel: scroll through the menus, adjust the playback and volume and display the title of 
your choice in the instrument cluster. The iPod® is connected plug & play-style and charged in the glove compartment, where it is hidden from prying eyes.

B6 782 4559

06 USB power charger. An elegant rapid charger for your mobile. Its intelligent “smart charging” and output of up to 2 x 2.4 A allow you to power up your mobile quickly and 
conveniently via the cigarette lighter while you’re on the move. The elegant design echoes that of your vehicle key and blends perfectly with the interior. With protection 
against overheating and subtly illuminated USB ports that make the charger easy to use in the dark too.

A213 821 5700

1 Product is only available for Sprinter models manufactured from 09/2013. 2 Product is only available for Sprinter models manufactured up until 08/2013. 

Any necessary assembly may incur additional costs.
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1 Only for vehicles with pre-installation for tachograph (Code JV6). 

Any necessary assembly may incur additional costs.

interior

Item number

01 Media Navigation System. High-end 3D navigation for Europe, a multifunction entertainment system and convenient phone support – the convenient navitainment system 
from Pioneer brings high-performance technology to your vehicle. The 15.7 cm touchscreen display enables simple and safe operation. With Apple CarPlay™ you can use  
various services such as Siri voice control and a range of apps e.g. for text messages or music. Enjoy your favourite music either straight from your iPhone®, via streaming 
portals like Spotify or via the integral CD/DVD drive. Output power of max. 4 x 50 W (MOSFET) and 3 high-voltage preamplifier outputs enable impressive sound quality.  
Parrot Bluetooth® enables up to 5 phones to be connected to the system and used in hands-free mode if desired. The system is optionally even able to show the pictures 
from your reversing camera. The integrated navigation comprises current data for 44 European countries and includes TMC automatic congestion avoidance among other  
functions. Designed for standard 2 DIN format slots, the system can be integrated seamlessly in your vehicle. The removable keypad acts as a theft deterrent.

A451 906 0301

02 Tachograph1. Records all driving and rest periods internally and on personal driver cards in compliance with statutory requirements for optimised electronic analysis.

Digital. B6 656 0870

Modular. B6 656 0874

Wiring harness. on request

03 Cruise control. Cruise control makes the driver’s job easier, especially when it comes to obeying speed limits, but also when driving long distances or towing a trailer.  
The selected speed is stored and maintained – although manual intervention is, of course, possible at any time.

B6 656 0975
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Item number

01 Ultrasonic reversing aid. The reversing aid is designed to assist the driver. Any obstacles up to a distance of 1.60 m behind the vehicle are registered using ultrasonic 
technology. Audible signals make manoeuvring and reversing into a parking space easier and safer. The relevant control unit is available as an option.

B6 656 0666

02 Monitor for reversing camera1. Multifunctional: the tilt-and-swivel reversing camera monitor is optimally adjustable. The 17.8 cm TFT display is automatically activated 
when the vehicle goes into reverse. The display and volume can be controlled using the intuitive buttons on the front of the unit. During rest breaks, the monitor can be  
connected to a portable DVD player. The monitor is pre-fitted in the stowage tray and can be quickly and easily extended or folded away.

A906 906 0061

03 Reversing camera1. Systematically coordinated innovation: the reversing camera assists the driver right from the start of the reversing manoeuvre. The camera is activated 
automatically, as soon as reverse gear is engaged. There’s also a built-in microphone, so you can not only see but hear what’s going on behind the vehicle. The camera  
image is conveniently displayed either on the COMAND display or on the reversing camera monitor.

B6 656 0808

Parameterisable special module for individual body assemblies | not pictured. The PSM control unit forms the interface between the vehicle’s electrical systems and  
those of the body manufacturers. This special module can be used to implement and add specific functions (e.g. working speed control). There are 10 inputs and 20 outputs 
available.

B6 656 0734

Air conditioning | not pictured. Select your temperature at the touch of a button and the sensor-controlled air conditioning system will maintain it – both in summer and 
winter. The system also has a dehumidifying effect, which helps prevent the windows from misting up. And the integral filter protects against pollen and dust. The air  
conditioning system should be fitted by a specialist workshop, for example your Mercedes-Benz partner.

on request

Stationary heater | not pictured. The fuel-powered hot-water heater warms the coolant and heats via the water circuit. Warms the interior and helps de-ice frozen windows. 
Pre-heating helps protect the engine on start-up – particularly recommended for vehicles with CDI engines in very cold regions.

on request

1 Product is only available for Sprinter models manufactured up until 08/2013. 

Any necessary assembly may incur additional costs.
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Item number

01 Seat covers. These easy-care, breathable seat covers help keep your vehicle in pristine condition. The stretch polyester covers are a perfect fit and are washable at 30°C. 
They do not fade and are crease-resistant and wear-resistant.

on request

02 Protective cover. Just in case: these robust oil and dirt-repellent protective covers are easy to fit and can be used either as a temporary measure, when visiting the workshop, 
or permanently, for example on the construction site.

on request

03 All-season mats. Made from dirt and water-repellent rubber, these mats help protect the carpeted floor of the vehicle, are non-slip and are easy to clean. Their shape and 
design are also, of course, precision-tailored to the interior. Embossed with Mercedes-Benz lettering.

e.g. driver and co-driver, set of 2, black, without floor air duct1. B6 657 0012

04 Rep mats. The perfect combination of extremely hardwearing, durable ribbed material and elegant design. Other advantages: a precision fit, held in place to prevent  
slipping, odourless.

e.g. driver and co-driver, set of 2, black, without floor air duct1. A906 680 2700

1  Other versions on request. 

Any necessary assembly may incur additional costs.

Comfort on the road.
Protectors & covers.
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1 For Europe. Available under separate item number for UK and Switzerland. 

Any necessary assembly may incur additional costs.

Item number

01 Multifunction box. The practical collapsible box is ideal for shopping and other transport tasks. It can be folded flat, is waterproof and has a load capacity of up to 30 kg. 
When flat, it can be used as a protective mat.

B6 656 0323

02 Shopping crate. Folding, anthracite. A203 840 0020

03 Coolbox. This box in hygienic, easy-to-clean plastic incorporates a 12 V power connection to ensure constant and reliable cooling even on long journeys. The box can be  
firmly secured in the load compartment with the aid of the special strap system. It is also easy to carry using the handy carry straps. The coolbox has a capacity of 16.5 litres.

B6 656 0300

04 Spare bulb box. More and more countries now require the use of daytime running lamps. With this compact box, the bulbs you need for the front and rear lights are always 
within easy reach.

B6 656 0805

05 Safety vest, compact. Optimising safety: this fluorescent yellow vest with reflective stripes makes you more visible to others. A000 583 3500

06 Charger with trickle charge function

5 A1. Checks, charges and revives your battery – even if it’s totally flat. Tailored to your vehicle’s complex electronic systems. A000 982 3021

25 A. This variant offers a faster charging process and a selection of different charging modes. A000 982 0321

Versatility on the road.
Load compartment accessories.
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Item number

Style & Travel Equipment1. These head restraint elements are simple to fit and remove. The modular system centres around a base support which can be combined with 
the product of your choice – universal hook, folding table, action cam holder, tablet PC holder or coat hanger.

01 Base support. A000 810 3300

02 Universal hook. A000 814 0000

03 Folding table. A000 816 0000

04 Action cam holder. A000 827 1900

05 Tablet PC holder. A000 827 2000

06 Safety case for tablet PC2. Incl. protective film. E.g. for iPad® Air 2. A000 580 0900

07 Coat hanger. A000 810 3400

1  Only for vehicles with head restraint posts. 2 Safety case also available for other tablet PCs. For further information, go to http://shop.mercedes-benz.com. Orders can only be placed and deliveries made within Germany.

Any necessary assembly may incur additional costs.

Convenience on the road.
Style & Travel.
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Protection on the road.
Child safety.

Item number

01 “KIDFIX” child seat. Booster seat with height-adjustable backrest with side bolsters for side impact protection. The “KIDFIX” seat can be secured using the ISOFIT attachment 
system as well as the three-point seat belt. For children between around 3.5 and 12 years of age (15 to 36 kg).

A000 970 5900

02 “KIDFIX XP” child seat, with ISOFIT. Support and safety for older children too: the quality “KIDFIX XP” child seat is suitable for children between the ages of around  
3.5 and 12 years (15 to 36 kg) and is securely attached to the vehicle by means of the 3-point seat belt or, in addition, ISOFIT. If required, the backrest can be removed so 
that the “KIDFIX XP” can be used as a booster seat. 

A000 970 6100

03 “DUO plus” child seat. Offers safety for infants between the ages of around 9 months and 4 years (9 to 18 kg). Fitted as standard with top tether, an additional belt for  
securing the head section, a height-adjustable harness, ventilation channels and ISOFIX attachment points. Adjustable tilt.

A000 970 5800

04 “BABY-SAFE plus II” child seat. Enhanced safety courtesy of deep, moulded seat shell with excellent side impact protection. Special padding, designed to protect particularly 
vulnerable body areas of infants aged up to around 15 months (up to 13 kg).

A000 970 5700

Headrest cover. For “KIDFIX” child seat.

05 chilli red A000 970 0256 3E16

06 flannel grey A000 970 0256 7N37

Headrest cover | not pictured. For “DUO plus” child seat.

chilli red A000 970 0356 3E16

flannel grey A000 970 0356 7N37

Headrest cover | not pictured. For “BABY-SAFE plus II” child seat.

chilli red A000 970 0156 3E16

flannel grey A000 970 0156 7N37

Any necessary assembly may incur additional costs.

If your vehicle features automatic co-driver airbag deactivation (special equipment 
Code U10), sensor readings classify the occupant by weight. With rear-facing 
child seats, the co-driver airbag is deactivated, while with front-facing child seats 
the airbag is either activated or deactivated depending on the classification. The 
system works both when using i-Size/ISOFIX attachment points and when the child 

seat is attached using only the seat belt. Mercedes-Benz child seats are available 
in the “Limited Black” design. The covers are washable and very hardwearing. 
Replacement headrest covers are available for the “BABY-SAFE plus II”, “DUO plus” 
and “KIDFIX” child seats in chilli red and flannel grey.
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up to  
15 months

up to 13 kg

9 months 
to 4 years 9 to 18 kg3.5 to  

12 years 15 to 36 kg15 to 36 kg3.5 to  
12 years



October 2016.
Please note: changes may have been made to the products since this publication went to press (10/2016). The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to the design, 
form, colour and specification during the delivery period, provided these changes, while taking into account the interests of the vendor, can be deemed reasonable with respect  
to the purchaser. Where the vendor or the manufacturer uses symbols or numbers to describe an order or the subject of an order, no rights may be derived solely from these.  
The illustrations may include accessories and items of optional equipment which are not part of standard specification. Colours may differ slightly from those shown, owing to the 
limitations of the printing process. This publication is distributed internationally and may include products and services which are not available in certain countries. Information 
given regarding statutory regulations, legal requirements and taxation and the consequences thereof applies to the Federal Republic of Germany only and is correct at the time of 
going to print. Please consult your Mercedes-Benz Van Retailer for final details.
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Mercedes-Benz Accessories GmbH · A Daimler Company
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